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Abstract—The external flow simulation of a flying car at take off phase is a daunting task owing to the fact that the prediction of the transient unsteady flow features during its deployment phase is very complex. In this paper 3D numerical simulations of external flow of Ferrari F430 proposed flying car with different NACA 9618 rectangular wings have been carried. Additionally, the aerodynamics characteristics have been generated for optimizing its geometry for achieving the minimum take off velocity with better overall performance in both road and air. The three-dimensional standard k-omega turbulence model has been used for capturing the intrinsic flow physics during the take off phase. In the numerical study, a fully implicit finite volume scheme of the compressible, Reynolds-Averaged, Navier-Stokes equations is employed. Through the detailed parametric analytical studies we have conjectured that Ferrari F430 flying car facilitated with high wings having three different deployment histories during the take off phase is the best choice for accomplishing its better performance for the commercial applications.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The modern flying car concepts like the Terrafugia Transition are showing remarkable promise. The Terrafugia Transition is a light sport, roadable airplane under development by Terrafugia since 2006 [1]-[3]. Although flying car concept has been around since the early days of motoring, the optimized aerodynamic design of a flying car is still a daunting task [1]-[15]. Of late the concept of Godfrey. D. S. et al. [1] on the design of Ferrari F430 flying car got reasonable attention in the industry. The authors reported that Ferrari F430 flying car with thrust to weight ratio 0.3176 will take off at 53 km/hr with the help of NACA 9618 airfoil shaped wings deployed in both sides. It is well known that the existing flying car designs are expensive and additionally the previous studies reveal that more efforts must be put for the realization of a commercial flying car. The literature review further reveals that more efforts must be put for the realization of a lucrative design of a flying car. Since the integration of computational fluid dynamics (CFD) methods into a wide range of engineering disciplines is rising sharply, mainly due to the positive trends in computational power and affordability, one can use it in the flying car design lucratively. Note that the aerodynamics design of a flying car is more complex than high performance race car and a conventional aircraft owing to the fact that prediction of the transient unsteady flow features during the deployment of flying car wings and further its take off phase is very complex.

The designer of a flying car has the major concern on the creation of upward force (lift) with low takeoff velocity, with minimum drag, coupled with better stability and control warranting its overall high performance both in road and air. Note that the amount of upward force created by the flying car is depending primarily on two things; viz., the shape, including surface area, aspect ratio and cross-section of the device, and the device’s orientation (or angle of attack). This paper is a continuation of the work of Godfrey. D. S. et al. [1]. In this connected paper authors made several attempts to make Ferrari F430 car to fly with lower take-off velocity by using cascading of wings for escaping from the occasional traffic congestions. Fig. 1 shows the physical model and the Mach number contours of the Ferrari F430 flying car proposed by Godfrey. D. S. et al., [1]. The authors successfully carried out 3D CFD analyses using a k-omega turbulence model. Although CFD is now widely used in automobile and aerospace industry, archival reports on flying cars are less than abundant. In this paper 3D numerical studies on external flow features of a Ferrari F430 car with different wing positions and deployment history are reported. Note that validated CFD results can be used as a preliminary design tool or to complement experimental methods.
II. NUMERICAL METHOD OF SOLUTION

Numerical simulations have been carried out with the help of a three-dimensional standard k-omega turbulence model. This turbulence model is an empirical model based on model transport equations for the turbulence kinetic energy and a specific dissipation rate. This code solves standard k-omega turbulence equations with shear flow corrections using a coupled second order implicit unsteady formulation. In the numerical study, a fully implicit finite volume scheme of the compressible, Reynolds-Averaged, Navier-Stokes equations is employed. Initial wall temperature, inlet total pressure and temperature are specified. Ideal gas is selected as the working fluid. The code has successfully validated with the help of benchmark solutions. The wing is designed with a NACA series of 9618 airfoil due to its better aerodynamic characteristics. The total cell count of Ferrari F430 flying car base model is around 1,60,000.

Fig. 2 shows the idealized 3D symmetrical model (right half) of Ferrari F430 (base model) reference car. Figs. 3-9 show different physical models of Ferrari F430 flying car fixed with different types of wings for examining it external flow features. Figs. 4 (a)-(c) show Ferrari F430 flying car with high wing having three different deployment histories. The base wing can be fixed or retractable. This design was proposed for meeting the road width dimensional constraints. Note that at the time of taxiing, Ferrari F430 is having only base wings with an acceptable width of the road. Further at the time of takeoff first deployment of both side wings will take place and later during the climb and cruise condition second deployment will take place.
(c) Takeoff position after the second extension of the wing

Fig. 4 (a)-(c) Ferrari F430 flying car with high wing having different deployment histories (Case-2)

Fig. 5 Ferrari F430 flying car with wing near to the rear end (Case-3)

Fig. 6 Ferrari F430 flying car having both high and rear end wings (Case-4)

Fig. 7 Ferrari F430 flying car with mid wing (Case-5)

Fig. 8 Ferrari F430 flying car with mid wings having three different deployment histories (Case-6)

Fig. 9 Ferrari F430 flying car having both mid and rear end wings (Case-7)

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The design of a commercial flying car must be in line with the present road scenario. Therefore, selection of the dimensions of the wing is one of the major constraints of any flying car designer. Admittedly, fixing big wings to the road-able car can easily generate desirable lift at desirable take off velocity for its flying. But optimum design of a flying car for both road taxiing and air taxiing is a daunting task. Due to the dimensional constraints of roads, in this paper authors have made several attempts for creating desirable lift at minimum take off velocity with different wing positions and angles of attack. After detailed parametric analytical studies we observed that a case (Case-2) with deployable high wing, as seen in Figs. 4 (a)-(c), can meet the road dimensional constraints and can produce desirable lift at low take off velocity. In this paper several case studies have been carried out with high wing, mid wing and rear wing for evaluating the take-off velocity of Ferrari F430 car with NACA 9618 rectangular wing. Figs 10 (a)-(c) show the contours of static pressure at various speeds of Ferrari F430 car (right half). Grid for this model has been generated after a detailed grid refinement exercises. The grids are clustered near to the wall and suitable CFL number has been chosen though out the
computation. The results are verified through the benchmark solutions. Table I shows the aerodynamics characteristics of Ferrari F430 car without wing. It is evident from Table I that without wing Ferrari F430 cannot take off at a free stream velocity of 45 m/s due to the negative lift coefficient, warranting better road performance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Velocity</th>
<th>$C_{l}$</th>
<th>$C_{d}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>15 m/s</td>
<td>-0.32159</td>
<td>0.334296</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 m/s</td>
<td>-0.29422</td>
<td>0.318038</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45 m/s</td>
<td>-0.28424</td>
<td>0.312268</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$C_{l}$ – Lift Coefficient $C_{d}$ – Drag Coefficient

As stated in the introduction, in this paper the principle that allows a car to rise off the ground by creating lift using additional wings. The primary components of a flying car can be used to create upward force when the car is travelling at take off velocity. This can be achieved by streamlining the car body, and the use of suitable wings. The rounded and tapered shape of the top of the car is designed to slice through the air and minimize wind resistance. In this paper authors have made several attempts to create lift higher than the weight of the car by fixing the rectangular NACA 9816 wing at different positions on the body with different angles of attack. Figs. 11 (a), (b) show the grid system in the computational domain. The numerical results generated for various cases are presented in Figs. 12-16.

Airfoils are recognized as lifting surface objects and a particular criterion called performance parameter is defined for them. This parameter is the ratio of lift-to-drag of the airfoil. Since these objects move in viscous fluid, a particular flow regime with low thickness and larger velocity gradient is formed around them, which is identified as boundary layer. This flow regime causes several changes in behavior of the airfoils such as the inception point of the transition phenomenon, the starting point of flow separation, and the boundary layer thickness. For capturing this intrinsic flow physics the aerodynamic characteristics of the flying car with NACA 9618 wing at different angles of attack at different velocities have been evaluated in viscous flows and reported in Tables II-VIII.

Analyses reveal that at the given range of free steam velocity Ferrari F430 flying car with different geometrical options considered in this study will generate upward force. However analyses further reveal that at these free stream velocities Ferrari F430 car with deployable NACA 9618 rectangular wings (case-2) can generate lift higher than the weight of the flying car at the lower take off velocity, warranting low taxiing distance during traffic congestion.
Table I shows the aerodynamic characteristics of Ferrari F430 car at three different speeds. It is evident from the numerical results generated through parametric analytical studies that up to 45 m/s Ferrari car produce negative lift. But Tables II-VIII show that Ferrari F430 car can be converted into a flying car well before reaching the free stream velocity of 45 m/s with the corresponding wings. We have observed that among the seven physical models of Ferrari F430 flying car, considered in this study, a case of long high wing with three different deployment histories (Case-2) is the best flying car for commercial applications. Figs. 14 (a), (b) show the contours of static pressure at two different speeds of the aforesaid model of Ferrari F430 flying car with high extendable wings. Figs. 15-17 are corroborating that Case-2 is the best flying car option for getting better aerodynamic efficiency.
We have observed that Ferrari F430 model generated negative lift coefficient at given velocities. But the same model with NACA 9618 wing generated positive lift, which was sufficient for its take off from the road at the given velocities.
In this paper detailed analyses of external flow features and the corresponding aerodynamics characteristics of various flying car options have been carried out in detail at various flying conditions, orientations and wing positions. Among the cases considered in this study we have observed that a case with long high deployable wing will generate lift higher than the weight of the flying car for its take off at a lower take off velocity. Effort has been taken for estimating the take off velocities of various models of Ferrari F430 flying car. We have observed that lowest take off velocity is obtained as 36 Km/hr for a case with deployable wing (Case-2). Table IX shows the comparison of take off velocities of various successful models of flying car considered in this study.

IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS

We observed that the Ferrari F430 flying car with high extendable NACA 9618 rectangular wing will take off at 36 km/hr. Through the detailed parametric analytical studies we have concluded that Ferrari F430 flying car with long high wing facilitating three different deployment histories during the take off phase is the best choice for its commercial applications.
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